AI’s the Limit!
[exploring the extremes of artificial intelligence]

Key
Questions abound in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) — questions about technology, ethics, the very nature of intelligence, etc.
Consistent with how engineers grapple with these questions, this
activity allows learners to deeply explore the big ideas in AI.

Activity Parts
Part A
Students vote on, and then discuss, important questions in AI.
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Part A
Big Idea
In this activity, we’re going to explore the limits of artificial intelligence, or
AI. What does intelligence really mean--for either humans or machines?
Will cars ever drive themselves? Could a robot replace your sibling? Can
machines think--and will they ever outsmart humans?

Getting Ready
Time Estimate
40-50 minutes

Materials
Idea pages or posters, dot stickers or pens/pencils, a computer/speaker to play an online audiobook chapter.

Preparation
Hang up the idea pages or posters.

Activity Instructions
1

2

Play Chapter 9 of the Talk to Me
audiobook. (In this chapter, little
sister Maddie comes into protagonist and older sister Sadina’s
room claiming that her robotic cat
can think). The audiobook can be
found on throughmywindow.
org (Click the “Talk to Me” icon
and then “Listen to the Book”!).

Open the
Window
This activity is, at its core, a
series of Open the Window
questions!

Hang up one copy of each of the
three idea pages or use large posters. Give learners about 10 minutes to vote using check marks made with pen or pencil or small dot stickers (like these: http://
amzn.to/1LyVlKA). For large posters, learners can use larger dot stickers (like
these: http://amzn.to/1NQBexr).
Remind learners that there are no right or wrong answers to these questions.
These are issues that real engineers are thinking about and working on, too!

3

Next, discuss the “Could robots ever replace ________?” poster. Again, ask
learners to choose and defend one of their answers or look for interesting trends.
Here, learners often indicate that robots can replace teachers but not actors. Ask
learners if that’s how they voted, and, if so, why. As a teacher, you can try to defend your position! To move the conversation along, ask learners if acting is more
scripted than the tasks that teachers’ perform. This is an important distinction as
scripted tasks are easier for robots.
Also ask learners which tasks or roles require emotions since true emotions are
hard or impossible for machines to possess. For example, teaching and acting
usually require emotional intelligence. Finally, discuss the pros and cons of actually replacing some of jobs, people, or pets with robots. For example, robot
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Discuss the “Are _______ intelligent?” poster. Ask learners to choose and defend one of their answers. Alternatively, look for an interesting trend among
responses and discuss. For example, on this poster learners often say dandelions
aren’t intelligent but trees are intelligent. Ask learners if they agree and why. You
can also ask learners (1) if they think animals are more intelligent than plants; (2)
which plant or animal on the list is most intelligent; or (3) any other questions relevant to the discussion.

doctors might be incredibly knowledgeable about all kinds of diseases but can’t understand pain; robot teachers might know all the answers but be very boring. People feel
emotionally connected to their real pets but robot pets would be cleaner and would never
get sick or injured.

5
6

Next, discuss “Can __________ think?” Begin by asking learners what it means to be
able to “think.” Then, ask each learner to choose one of his/her answers and describe
why he/ she voted that way. Foster discussion between learners. It’s okay if learners
disagree, and you can tell them that!
Ask learners to think about the View
From My Window question. You can
mention that many Artificial Intelligence
(AI) experts think that some computers
will be smarter than humans in the near
future. Let them consider modern advances in technology by examining what
technology was like 35 years ago. Sometimes they’re stunned to realize that
there were no cell phones, computers, or
internet then! Does this cause them to
change their minds about what might be
possible in the near future?

View from my
Window
Will robots ever be smarter
than humans?

Also discuss Watson, the computer created by IBM to play Jeopardy. Explain that
machines like Watson can actually “learn” and move beyond what humans have programmed them to know. After this discussion, again ask if there will be computers with
better than human intelligence by 2050. Has anyone changed their mind?
All of these questions circle back to topics brought up in Chapter 9 of Talk to Me. Is
Maddie’s robotic cat intelligent? Can it think? Could it replace a real pet?

NOTES:
Repeat throughout this activity that there are no right answers to any of these questions; that all
learner ideas are important and valuable, and that these questions are the same as those that real
engineers--and others--confront!
You can also include the question “What does engineering mean to you?” with room for responses. Allow learners to write and post their ideas about this question using sticky notes. If this activity runs over the course of a day, it’s okay to allow the sticky notes and dots to “build up”!

Extended Learning
Have a conversation with a parent or other adult about the contrast between today’s technology and what existed when they were kids. What are the biggest changes they’ve noticed? What new technology do they think is most important?
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and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
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Are ____________ intelligent?
Yes
dogs
dandelions
whales
elephants
spiders
sheep
cockroaches
trees
worms
your friends
bees

No

Could robots ever replace ____________?
Yes
teachers

doctors

pets

babysitters

best friends

sports coaches

actors

firefighters

No

Can ____________ think?
Yes
iPhones
Facebook
washing machines
calculators
computers
cars
robotic vacuums
spaceships
TVs
Google

No

